Words for South Carolina Comprehensive
South Carolina State Motto Declarations: While I breathe, I hope. But that hope is
only in the Lord.
1-10-07
Chuck: Let’s send those from South Carolina back to do a new work. Father, we send them back to the
coast and say that the coast will open up and accelerate. They will not be distracted but will be very
focused. The things that try to hinder them from moving forward quickly will be broken. All religious
forces will break. They will raise up a new work with a new anointing.
Robert: We say to the coast of South Carolina, “Break forth in a new move of the Holy Spirit! Revival will
rise up as a new move of the Holy Spirit covers that state.”
3-14-08 South Carolina Awakening Meeting
Chuck Pierce: I heard the Lord say, “Restore the soul of this nation”. There is a wound in the soul of the
nation that originated in Charleston and God is ready to heal it. God will deal with the issue that has
never been dealt with properly and it will change the course of this nation.
There is a sound in the distance but it cannot come through yet. You must create a catalyst of change for
the future. The Lord must press through and open the gate for the nation. You have no idea how crucial
this gathering is for the future and the changes that are coming.
There has been some alignment in this city with foreign rule which God will expose and overturn. God
will expose what has been set here to wreak havoc from 300 years ago.
God is rearranging the racial issues of this nation. This is not us reconciling, but Him rearranging.
There was a specific economic system in place which is linked to Mammon. It desired to rule this nation
from this economic structure. At this gate history, sound, decrees and government rule must be healed
or we will see a repeat in a different form. In Charleston you had to be a member of a church and a
secret society to do any business.
Kum Ba Yah was a sound that could not penetrate the gate in the past.
4-7-11
Chuck Pierce: North and South Carolina are two different wars and two different situations.
2-9-13
Chuck: South Carolina you can’t stop with an old gate the way God’s coming in; in this season.
6-20-13
Chuck Pierce to South Carolina: South Carolina you will begin to meet in the area that I call you to
meet. I say to you I now will move in a new way beyond any racial barrier or religious faction. I say
My people will be magnetized and come together and demonstrate My Power.
5-22-14
Chuck Pierce: So I say to you to the East Coast to New Jersey, to New York to North Carolina, to South
Carolina, to Georgia I say to Delaware, I say to those places on the East Coast Florida get ready for
gates have been shut in Heaven above you will now begin to open and there will be a new alignment

that comes down. So I say get ready for the Gates of Heaven and the Gates of Earth will not begin to
align on the East Coast of America!
5-23-14
Raymond Banks: And so we speak to the Eastern Gates of the United States and we say open up that
the King of Glory will come in. We say into South Carolina and North Carolina and Maryland we say
open up.
6-12-14
Chuck Pierce to South Carolina: South Carolina will start setting Councils through the State. The Lord
says they’ll be a hundred houses connected with this House.
9-28-14
Chuck Pierce: Vermont, Vermont arise! New Hampshire arise! Maine arise! We say Connecticut rise
up! Rhode Island take your stand! Massachusetts be bold! We say this is a day Pennsylvania will
arise! The root structure of our land; New York come alive! Georgia be bold! North, South Carolina
lead us into a new victory! Texas do not be afraid to take your stand and say America go this way!
11-22-15
Chuck Pierce: And I speak a Word over South Carolina whoever is listening out there God says in South
Carolina; Your days of Martha are at an end come sit at My Feet and hear the better thing that I have
to say to you.
9-17-16
Chuck Pierce: Now what the Lord showed me about the Carolinas for America and this meeting here
right now is more of an “America meeting”, He showed me that the Carolinas had lost its call the harvest
fields and it is not seeing its harvest fields right. The Lord showed me this year He would blow a wind in
that would open up the eyes of the Carolinas to harvest.
The Lord says even now this wind is going to up turn religious, anti-Semitic, racial structures, that’s
causing the people to take a stand legally but miss the move I am trying to bring in. I say to you this Wind
must come or poverty will invade those two states in a greater dimension. So I say to you when you go
back, you will decree the harvest is ripe and the eyes will be seen for the harvest of this nation. And any
old root structures that have held back a move of harvest, now of their stand that they are taken of some
misplaced role of this nation, we say right now harvest will trump in South Carolina and North Carolina.
Finally, He showed me the roots of certain states, North Carolina had a Godly Root, South Carolina
didn’t. He began to distinguish how this nation was really seeking after Him, and He began to show me
not every state had a Godly covenant root, but He said there was enough root of Covenant in America
that the Covenant of God would rise up and trump the covenant of the enemy. Decree right now states,
the roots of states are being shaken free.
10-25-18
Chuck Pierce: The border wars ahead are intense. It’s in one of those books and it says, watch Texas and
watch South Carolina. The issue for South Carolina was it was the first state to succeed and there had to
be an overturning of that. North Carolina was the last state to succeed. So in that you see what the
Carolinas have to rise up to come into in days ahead. Because South Carolina has initiated lots of things
that have affected this nation.

